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Chicago Tribune 
5 takeaways for the White Sox and Cubs from a quiet winter meetings 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Cubs President Theo Epstein’s declaration that “you guys will be busy” during the winter meetings didn’t 
materialize fully. In fact, the Cubs didn’t complete a transaction, unless we count the naming of the 
player to be named in the Tommy La Stella trade. 
 
The Cubs did manage to plant some seeds for potential moves, but the White Sox compensated for the 
lack of action by their Chicago counterparts and many of the other 28 teams. 
 
Here are five takeaways from the relatively quiet meetings at the spacious Mandalay Bay Hotel: 
 
1. Shades of 2015? 
 
The Sox’s pursuit of Bryce Harper is similar to the Cubs’ chase for left-handed pitcher Jon Lester four 
years ago in that each rebuilding team attempted to accelerate their timetable for success. 
 
One difference is that the Sox’s path to winning the American League Central could be enhanced should 
the three-time defending division champion Indians dismantle their roster. 
 
Landing Harper would give the Sox a formidable 1-2 punch with Jose Abreu, who is entering perhaps his 
final season in Chciago. Adding slugging prospect Eloy Jimenez to the mix could give the Sox even more 
power to help provide their young starting pitchers with more run support. 
 
2. Delay of game 
 
Many observers were mystified by the lack of action by the Cubs, especially after their season ended a 
month earlier than they expected. 
 
But the slow thawing of the free-agent market could help the Cubs as they wait for asking prices to drop 
to their liking as spring training approaches. 
 
The Cubs still need quality at the back end of their bullpen, with closer Brandon Morrow likely to miss 
the season’s first month. 
 
3. Protect the kids 
 
The Sox’s acquisition of right-handed pitcher Ivan Nova in a trade with the Pirates was the first step in 
alleviating pressure of young starters Reynaldo Lopez, Lucas Giolito and Carlos Rodon. 
 
The next step will be adding another pitcher in the Miguel Gonzalez mode of 2016-17. Sox general 
manager Rick Hahn hasn’t ruled out a return by James Shields. 
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In an ideal situation, Lopez, Giolito and Rodon continue their progress while Kodi Medeiros, Dane 
Dunning and Dylan Cease succeed before earning late-season major league promotions. 
 
4. Brain power 
 
New Cubs pitching coach Tommy Hottovy assertively has stated his goal. He seeks to bring the best out 
of the entire pitching staff and not focus exclusively on the struggles of a few relievers. 
 
Filling the bench coach vacancy created by the departure of Brandon Hyde to become the Orioles’ 
manager could be a daunting task as manager Joe Maddon enters the final year of his five-year contract. 
 
Epstein and Maddon are focused exclusively on winning in 2019, and there’s little margin for error with 
a new staff exploring various ways to communicate better with a wide range of players. 
 
5. Harold’s horror 
 
The acrimony over Harold Baines’ election to the Hall of Fame by the Today’s Game Era committee 
persisted throughout the winter meetings. It merely intensified after Tony La Russa’s profanity-laced 
defense of his former White Sox player to host Chris Russo on the MLB Network. 
 
If La Russa is going to use Baines’ game-winning RBIs as a case for election, then a case can be made for 
Pat Tabler, who batted .489 (43-for-88) with the bases loaded during his 12-year career. 
 
Regardless of the debate and the politics of the election, the hope is that Baines can enjoy his honor 
without being bothered by extremists on both sides. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs receive left-hander Conor Lillis-White from the Angels to complete the Tommy La Stella trade 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs added left-handed relief depth Thursday by acquiring Conor Lillis-White from the Angels as the 
player to be named in the Nov. 29 trade of infielder Tommy La Stella. 
 
Lillis-White, 26, a native of Toronto, struck out 98 in 72 innings at Double-A Mobile and Triple-A Salt 
Lake City last season. But Lillis-White has averaged four walks per nine innings over his four minor-
league seasons. 
 
The trade was completed after the Rule 5 draft, and Lillis-White was not placed on the Cubs’ 40-man 
roster. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
After a quiet week at the winter meetings, the Cubs still have some work to do this offseason 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs won’t conduct their first spring-training workout for two months, and the season opener is 3½ 
months away. 
 



 
Those dates provide temporary relief in an offseason dominated by changes only to manager Joe 
Maddon’s coaching staff. 
 
Before the Cubs made a quiet departure from the winter meetings Thursday, team officials spoke more 
about their potential improvements than about external additions such as the ones that highlighted past 
winters and helped set up four consecutive National League playoff appearances. 
 
The Cubs would benefit from a slow-developing market for relievers, which is beginning to thaw after 
Jeurys Familia and Joe Kelly agreed to three-year contracts with the Mets and Dodgers, respectively. 
 
The Cubs need to trade a few contracts to create financial room for a late-inning reliever to help 
compensate for injured closer Brandon Morrow, who is expected to be out through April as he recovers 
from right elbow surgery. 
 
Left-handers Andrew Miller and Zach Britton are among the best available in a glutted market, but the 
price remains high because of their quality and versatility. 
 
“Certainly Zach Britton’s history as a closer, he was dramatic,” said agent Scott Boras, referring to 
Britton’s American League record of converting 60 consecutive save chances from 2015 to ’17. “There 
are few closers who have that history. So whenever he’s on a club, it would be highly unlikely he 
wouldn’t carry out that role. 
 
“But keep in mind, Zach is a great teammate, a winning player and the kind of guy who will always do 
what’s needed from the club he’s with.” 
 
Boras indicated Britton’s value will dictate his contract rather than the role he would be asked to fill. 
 
“Sometimes the guy who bats leadoff has the ability to hit fourth,” Boras quipped. 
 
The Cubs are looking at several reliever candidates, including free agent Joakim Soria, but creating 
payroll space remains paramount because they are in danger of exceeding the $206 million luxury-tax 
threshold for the 2019 season. 
 
The addition of a veteran backup catcher would take the pressure off starter Willson Contreras and 
Victor Caratini, 25, whose development is somewhat limited in a backup role. Contreras’ numbers 
dipped significantly in 2018 compared with his first two seasons, when he batted .278 with 35 home 
runs and a .356 on-base percentage and provided stable defense. 
 
Maddon would prefer Contreras stick to one setup position behind the plate instead of alternating 
between squatting and extending his leg. 
 
“He was searching for different methods,” Maddon said. “And when you have to search constantly, 
normally that means something is not quite right. We do have to arrive at a moment he’s most 
comfortable with and most functional. And sometimes you have to sacrifice comfort for function. 
 
“Even in the batter’s box, you have to sacrifice comfort for function, and then that becomes more 
comfortable as you get into this originally uncomfortable spot. All of these things we’ve got to deal with 
with him.” 
 



 
So far the Cubs’ biggest offseason additions are hitting coach Anthony Iapoce and pitching coach Tommy 
Hottovy. Hottovy, who watched reliever Brandon Kintzler throw a bullpen session in Las Vegas this 
week, will continue to accelerate his teachings well in advance of spring training. 
 
“If we can get some early work with all those guys, it’s important,” Hottovy said. 
 
Hottovy believes the transition from advance scouting coordinator to pitching coach won’t be so drastic 
because of his daily game planning with Maddon the last four seasons. 
 
“The communication will remain the same,” Hottovy said. “We’re just doing it in the dugout and not just 
before each series. There will be a learning curve, but Joe is a good communicator.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
White Sox and Cubs avoid losses in Rule 5 draft 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
General manager Rick Hahn was relieved the White Sox didn’t lose any players in the major-league 
phase of Thursday’s Rule 5 draft that concluded the final day of the winter meetings. 
 
The Sox were bracing themselves for the loss of reliever Zach Thompson, who struck out 76 in 75 1/3 
innings over 43 appearances for Class A Winston-Salem and Double-A Birmingham this year. 
 
“We like Zach,” Hahn said. “When it comes to setting the (40-man) roster, you’re concerned guys may 
get taken and survive at the big-league level. Sometimes guys don’t check those boxes for you, and you 
take the risk they get exposed. 
 
“But Zach has a bright future, and he’s still part of the White Sox organization.” 
 
A team pays $100,000 to pick a player in the major-league phase of the Rule 5 draft. If that player 
doesn’t stay on the 25-man roster for the entire season, he must be offered back to his former team for 
$50,000. 
 
The Sox selected reliever Jordan Romano from the Blue Jays, then traded him to the Rangers for cash 
considerations. 
 
The Cubs didn’t have a player selected in the major-league portion, but pitchers David Garner (Blue Jays) 
and Yapson Gomez (Indians) were selected in the Triple-A phase. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Locked out of high-roller room, Cubs play penny slots at Vegas winter meetings 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
LAS VEGAS — On the final day of the winter meetings Thursday, the Cubs finally landed three pitchers 
and a catcher. 
 
Good luck recognizing any of the names — or seeing them at Wrigley Field anytime soon. 
 



 
They came in the forms of three minor-leaguers selected in the Class AAA portion of the Rule 5 draft 
Thursday and minor-league left-handed reliever Conor Lillis-White, who was acquired from the Angels to 
complete the Tommy La Stella trade. 
 
Just like that, the Cubs finished what might have been their least-active winter meetings since players 
were locked out in 1994. 
 
Not that they promised much going into the weeklong event at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Resort with 
budget limitations for a payroll that already figures to exceed $200 million for the first time in franchise 
history before adding any players. 
 
Blame the unproductive free-agent contracts given out last year to Yu Darvish, Tyler Chatwood and 
Brandon Morrow. Or blame an ownership family that has produced staggering revenue and franchise-
value increases in recent years but stopped short of putting its financial boot on the necks of rivals this 
winter. 
 
Either way, the Cubs go into the final eight weeks of the offseason with their roster looking no better 
than it did during the last eight weeks. 
 
Meanwhile, two division rivals that finished behind them each of the last three years are pushing hard to 
catch up, with the Cardinals trading for Paul Goldschmidt and the Reds trading for starting pitcher 
Tanner Roark — and both still looking to add. 
 
Meanwhile, a Cubs team that has averaged 97 wins the last four years and seeks desperately to bounce 
back from a quick playoff exit waits out the second-tier reliever market and looks for bench help on a 
budget. 
 
Solutions are limited, with some of the biggest contracts on the books all but impossible to move 
(Darvish, Jason Heyward) and some of the more appealing players (Javy Baez, Kris Bryant) too valuable 
to realistically consider trading. 
 
“I guess a move like that only makes sense in concert with other things that make us better,” general 
manager Jed Hoyer said this week. “In general, we feel like we had a 95-win team last year and didn’t 
feel like things clicked, and we know we have a lot of guys that can perform better. 
 
“So for us to start moving pieces around the board, it has to make a lot of sense, whether that helps us 
financially or not.” 
 
So say hello to Lillis-White, 26, who produced a 3.50 ERA and 12.3 strikeouts per nine innings between 
Class AAA and AA last year. 
 
And to the players the Cubs selected in the minor-league phase of the Rule 5 draft: left-hander Luis 
Lugo, 24, from the Indians; catcher Rafelin Lorenzo, 21, from the Pirates, and right-hander Alexander 
Vargas, 21, from the Yankees. 
 
The Cubs also lost two in the minor-league phase: Class AA-AAA right-hander David Garner, 26, to the 
Blue Jays, and Class A left-hander Yapson Gomez, 25, to the Indians. 
 
-- 
 
 



 
Chicago Sun-Times 
No Harper, no problem? Cubs’ hope for impact upgrade starts with Kyle Schwarber  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
LAS VEGAS — Free agents? The Cubs don’t need no stinking free agents. 
 
That’s the hope, anyway, as they manage their tight budget the rest of the offseason, coming off their 
least-active winter meetings in decades. 
 
In fact, the Cubs already have their lefty-slugging, outfield-playing Bryce Harper on the roster. 
 
Even if he looks more like Kyle Schwarber. 
 
Say hello to the other big hope and a prayer. 
 
With all the focus turned inward for improving the lineup, nobody looks more important to what the 
Cubs hope to accomplish in 2019 than Schwarber. 
 
Sure, Kris Bryant needs to have a healthy shoulder. Ian Happ needs to strike out less. Willson Contreras 
needs to refocus. 
 
But the Cubs drafted Schwarber fourth overall in 2014 with big things in mind — as big as the 2015 and 
2016 postseasons that made him an instant legend in Chicago. 
 
And through an injury-plagued 2016, struggles in 2017, then under-the-radar progress in 2018, the Cubs 
have continually spurned trade overtures from other teams. 
 
The Cubs still have bigger things in mind for the fireplug slugger who launched a postseason home run 
to the top of the right-field video board at Wrigley Field off a left-hander less then four months into his 
big-league -career. 
 
Other teams keep asking about him. But the Cubs continue to hold firm. 
 
“Nothing’s changed,” general manager Jed Hoyer said. “We really believe in him.” 
 
From the day they drafted him, the Cubs raved about the clubhouse presence they thought Schwarber 
eventually would command — along with the power, the eye at the plate, the work ethic, the edge. 
 
All of that is suddenly in especially high demand for this team heading into a season that team president 
Theo Epstein has called a “year of reckoning” for the organization. 
 
Of course, it’s not fair to put the Harper-like expectation on Schwarber’s broad shoulders. 
 
After a one-game exit from the playoffs, and having little space to navigate within a bloated payroll, the 
Cubs have few places to turn for needed offensive growth as they face a division race that looks even 
more difficult next year. 
 
And both Schwarber and Cubs management have said repeatedly they see breakout potential on the 
horizon. 
 



 
The biggest part of that is going to involve developing an effective enough approach against left-handers 
to join Bryant and Anthony Rizzo among manager Joe Maddon’s few every-day players. 
 
It’s hard enough to make a Harper-like impact without getting platooned out of the lineup against 
lefties. 
 
It also wouldn’t hurt to start looking to drive close outside pitches to left field more often than looking 
irritated when they’re called third strikes. 
 
“We’ve got to get Kyle to the level he’s capable of,” Maddon said this week as he talked about some of 
his young hitters. “I’m not often into mechanical panaceas, but I do believe it might be more mechanical 
than anything. I know he’s working on stuff right now. I’m looking forward to talking with him when I get 
back down to Tampa.” 
 
Despite his struggles, Schwarber hit 56 home runs in 996 plate appearances the last two seasons, 
including one per 9.9 balls he put in play. 
 
Along the way, he had a career-high .356 on-base percentage last season despite hitting just .238, and 
worked hard enough in left field to turn himself into an average outfielder. 
 
“Schwarb has got all the ability in the world, and who cares more than he does?” Maddon said. 
 
Harper homered every 18.8 PAs the last two years, with a .388 on-base percentage last season. 
 
Of course, it would be easier just to give Harper a megadeal and add him to an already good Cubs lineup 
— and even easier to make the case that ownership owes it to its often gouged fan base. 
 
“Obviously, I understand that conversation, absolutely I do,” Maddon said. “But from our perspective 
we feel like we have a lot of that stuff already there that we’ve got to get more out of.” 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Slow going as Cubs leave winter meetings empty-handed 
By Bruce Miles 
 
Don't despair that the Cubs didn't make a big deal during the winter meetings. 
 
That's the rule rather than the exception, and that includes the always-exciting Rule 5 draft, which was 
held Thursday with the Cubs neither gaining nor losing a player in the major-league phase. 
 
The winter meetings get so much attention, and there is so much anticipation, because they're an 
annual tradition and because so many deals have been made at the meetings. 
 
The off-season player market -- both trades and free agency -- has been stretching well into the new 
year of late, and this year looks to be no exception. 
 
Nowadays the winter meetings enable team executives to meet with each other and with player agents 
to set the stage for future deals. After the meetings break up, interested parties are only a phone call 
away. 
 



 
Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer pretty much threw cold water on the notion the Cubs would make a 
major deal before leaving Las Vegas. 
 
The Cubs acquired minor-league lefty Conor Lillis-White from the Angels Thursday. He's the player to be 
named to complete the Tommy La Stella trade. Lillis-White is not on the 40-man roster. 
 
"The dialogue has been good for the whole industry, I just think it's been slow," Hoyer told reporters. 
"Sometimes, it probably takes a couple deals to break the ice, and it hasn't happened yet. You guys are 
probably somewhat bored. I know it's been a slow winter meetings. 
 
"It's been productive for us. We've had a lot of conversations with agents, a lot of conversations with 
teams, good time here with staff." 
 
The meetings were later than usual this year, and with the Christmas holiday upon us, it may be awhile 
before the Cubs do something significant. 
 
"If things don't happen next week, we know things are going to drag into January," Hoyer said. "Every 
market has been different, but this has been a slower one." 
 
New pitching coach ready to roll 
New Cubs pitching coach Tommy Hottovy was in Vegas. He replaces Jim Hickey, who resigned after one 
season for personal reasons. 
 
The 37-year-old Hottovy has not been a pitching coach before, but he has worked with Cubs pitchers 
every game day in his role as coordinator of advance scouting. Video study and game preparation made 
up much of Hottovy's duties. 
 
"These guys are open to information," Hottovy told reporters. "They really want to learn and get better. 
They understand how the game is evolving and how the information can help them. 
 
"It's process oriented, not results. It's what can we do ahead of time that will lead to (fewer walks) -- 
attacking the hitter, having the right approach, and those things will take care of themselves if we take 
control." 
 
Good gig for bench coach Hyde 
The Cubs look to be in the market for a new bench coach. Brandon Hyde appears signed, sealed and 
delivered to the Baltimore Orioles as their new manager. 
 
Kudos to Hyde. He has been a do-it-all guy with the Cubs. Hired in December 2011, he was minor-league 
field coordinator and director of player development before joining the major-league staff as Rick 
Renteria's bench coach in 2014. He served Joe Maddon as first-base coach. Hyde is highly organized and 
will relate well to the young players the Orioles will bring up. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Mooney: The Cubs left Las Vegas without hitting it big, and don’t expect them to strike it rich before 
spring training 
By Patrick Mooney 
 



 
LAS VEGAS – As the baseball industry descended upon Las Vegas this week, even a taxi driver at 
McCarran International Airport had an “I saw Bryce Harper and Kris Bryant play here as kids” memory to 
share. 
 
For years, Cubs fans had waited for this offseason, dreaming about Harper teaming up with Bryant 
again. The bright lights across the Las Vegas Strip and the sensory overload within the Mandalay Bay 
Resort and Casino would pale in comparison to the biggest deal in Cubs franchise history. 
 
That scenario looks more and more like an illusion worthy of dissection by Penn and Teller. Even their 
shared super-agent Scott Boras didn’t hype the connection for the sake of building drama. Instead, he 
told reporters that Harper’s final decision will be made at the ownership level, “independent of their 
relationship.” Money talks and sources continue to signal that the Cubs are close to maxing out their 
baseball operations budget for 2019 – if they haven’t already – with salary commitments and 
projections north of $200 million. 
 
The winter meetings ended Thursday without the Cubs making any kind of splash, unless you were really 
curious about the player acquired to complete the Tommy La Stella trade with the Los Angeles Angels 
(minor-league lefty reliever Conor Lillis-White). This is why the Cubs are so focused on essentially re-
recruiting their own players – not Harper – while emphasizing coaching, communication styles and 
intangibles. And crossing their fingers that this actually works. 
 
“Obviously, I understand the conversation,” Cubs manager Joe Maddon said when asked about financial 
limitations in the middle of the window to win another World Series. “But from our perspective, we feel 
like we have a lot of that stuff already there that we’ve got to get more out of. It’s my job to extract 
(Kyle) Schwarber’s line drive, left-center, two outs, RBI single. 
 
“We have it. These guys are that level of a player. They’re going to show that within the next couple of 
years, so from our perspective – and I totally agree with this – we have what we need. They’re going to 
go out and do a couple of things. But we’ve got to extract from the group that we (have).” 
 
Like it or not, the Cubs are doubling down on the team that won 95 games this year before losing the 
Game 163 tiebreaker to the Milwaukee Brewers and the National League wild-card game against the 
Colorado Rockies. A healthy Bryant – not Harper – is expected to help fix the broken offense that scored 
two runs in the last 22 innings before construction season began at Wrigley Field. 
 
Bryant visited with Cubs officials on Wednesday afternoon in their suite on the 61st floor of the Delano 
hotel, checking in after left shoulder inflammation limited the former NL Rookie of the Year/MVP to only 
102 games this year. 
 
“He looks great,” Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer said. “He looks like he’s focused. (With) all the 
players we’ve talked to this winter, I think there’s a little added motivation when you have that extra 
month off that you didn’t want to have off. He’s excited and ready to go.” 
 
Did Bryant ask what’s going on with Harper or vice versa? 
 
“He’s got a pretty direct source,” Hoyer said. 
 
Saddled with big contracts, holding trade chips with diminished value and limited by an ownership group 
that runs the team like a business, the Cubs would need a perfect storm of unforeseen circumstances to 
become a real factor in the final stages of the Harper negotiations. 
 



 
By Opening Day 2019, the Cubs will be on their second hitting coach, second pitching coach and second 
bench coach since saying goodbye to John Mallee, Chris Bosio and Dave Martinez after the 2017 season. 
The new coaches will be working for a lame-duck/free-agent manager in the final season of five-year, 
$28 million contract. 
 
Maddon has to hope that Yu Darvish performs like a $126 million pitcher and the rest of the rotation 
also stays healthy. Maddon might have to get through the first month of the season without closer 
Brandon Morrow (recovering from elbow surgery) and shortstop Addison Russell (serving a 40-game 
suspension under Major League Baseball’s domestic violence policy). Maddon has accepted the 
challenge, looking at it as a return to his roots in the minor leagues. 
 
“He helped transform this franchise, but he’s not content,” said Epstein, again stressing that he didn’t 
single out Maddon when he declined to discuss an extension with the manager’s camp this offseason. 
“He’s looking to get better and we have the type of relationship where you can have honest 
conversations. 
 
“I wouldn’t be doing my job if I was aware of areas where he could raise his game – or certain areas 
where the players needed more from him – and I didn’t bring those to his attention. I wouldn’t be doing 
my job for Cubs fans. It’s the same way I have people who hold me accountable and I do a personal 
inventory for myself on things I definitely need to do better. 
 
“The good news is that this is a situation where the players just want more of Joe. They like Joe. They 
love the impact that he has on them when he speaks to them and when he’s doing real hands-on 
leadership. You’re in trouble when you have players who want less of the manager. That’s when you’re 
in trouble. We have players who want more of Joe and they’re going to get it.” 
 
That all sounds great, but how about some new players instead of attitude adjustments and cosmetic 
changes? Forget about Andrew Miller too, the Cubs are looking at their budget and the supply-and-
demand dynamics and preparing to wait out the market for relievers. Even Hoyer admitted this could be 
another offseason that drags into spring training, with free agents still looking for jobs after pitchers and 
catchers report to camp. 
 
“The winter meetings are actually even later than usual, so we kind of have one week before Christmas 
and we know things usually slow up over that break,” Hoyer said. “If things don’t happen next week, we 
kind of know things are going to drag into January. Every market’s different, but certainly this is a slower 
one.” 
 
Can’t wait to hear what the fans have to say in January when they line up at the microphone for Q&A 
sessions with upper management at Cubs Convention. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Lots of talk, but no big moves by Cubs at Mtgs 
By Jordan Bastian 
 
LAS VEGAS -- Cubs fans have grown accustomed to headline-grabbing moves during the Winter 
Meetings over the past several years. Jon Lester's blockbuster contract. Reeling in Jason Heyward. 
Acquiring the likes of Ben Zobrist and Wade Davis. Landing both Brandon Morrow and Steve Cishek a 
year ago. 
 



 
Here at these Winter Meetings, Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer proclaimed Wednesday that the team 
was unlikely to make a move. As staffers at the Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino worked on cleaning up 
the convention center on Thursday, Hoyer's words proved prophetic. Chicago's front office departed Las 
Vegas having accomplished dialogue instead of any major deals. 
 
"Dialogue's been good for the whole industry," Hoyer said. "I just think it's been slow. I think sometimes, 
it probably takes a couple deals to break the ice and it hasn't happened yet. So, you guys are probably 
somewhat bored. It's been a slow Winter Meetings, but I know it's been productive for us. 
 
"We've had a lot of conversations with agents, a lot of conversations with teams, a good time here with 
staff. So, it's been good and productive." 
 
The Cubs did complete a small trade on Thursday, though, acquiring Minor League lefty Conor Lillis-
White from Angels. The pitcher (not on Chicago's 40-man roster) is the player to be named later in last 
month's swap that sent Tommy La Stella to Los Angeles. 
 
In order to dive into the deep end of the free-agent pool, the Cubs likely need to trade away a hefty 
contract that is already locked in place. That has created a dynamic where the team's decision-makers 
must wait out some of the top-tier signings to allow the marketplace to become more established. Given 
that, the focus of the message to fans has been that internal improvement is the priority. 
 
So, while Cubs fans undoubtedly want the club to go all in on a big-ticket free agent like Bryce Harper -- 
a move that would fall in line with recent offseasons and also address the need for an offensive boost -- 
that might not be realistic. Even before any additions, Chicago's payroll projects to be north of the $206 
million luxury-tax threshold. 
 
"You're looking at the roster and trying to find ways to make it better," Hoyer said. "But, I think as we've 
said all along, we really like a lot of the pieces we have. We've focused a lot this week on ways to get the 
maximum performance out of those guys, to maximize their talent." 
 
BIGGEST REMAINING NEEDS 
1. Bullpen help: It was revealed last week that Morrow is likely to miss at least the first couple weeks of 
the regular season, following a minor right elbow procedure in early November. The Cubs were already 
on the hunt for late-inning reinforcements, but that need is magnified now. The catch is that the Cubs 
may need to trade away a contract already in place to add one. Otherwise, look for Chicago to target 
value signings later in the relief market. 
 
2. Bench depth: While Addison Russell is finishing up his 40-game suspension -- he will be eligible to 
return on May 3 -- Javier Baez can handle shortstop. Chicago has internal options for second in players 
like Zobrist, David Bote or Ian Happ, too. But, as the short-lived acquisition of Ronald Torreyes earlier 
this offseason showed, the Cubs are still hoping to add a versatile defender to offer depth (especially at 
short) up the middle. Chicago is also exploring the backup catcher market and complementary outfield 
bats. 
 
3. Veteran leadership: When the Cubs say they want more of an edge in the clubhouse, president of 
baseball operations Theo Epstein does not want the message to get misconstrued. The team feels its 
leadership structure on the pitching side is sound, and the position players have a leader by example in 
Zobrist and an emerging leader in Anthony Rizzo, among others. The Cubs do, however, feel they lacked 
the kind of presence that David Ross brought in 2015-16 and Jon Jay in '17. The best avenue for 
addressing that need is through a bench player. 
 



 
RULE 5 DRAFT 
The Cubs have four vacancies on their 40-man roster at the moment, but they opted to pass on taking 
anyone in the Major League phase of the annual Rule 5 Draft. Chicago also did not lose any players in 
that round. In the Triple-A phase, the Cubs grabbed lefty Luis Lugo from the Royals, catcher Rafelin 
Lorenzo from the Pirates and righty Alexander Vargas from the Yankees. The Cubs also lost right-hander 
David Garner to the Blue Jays and lefty Yapson Gomez to the Indians in the Triple-A portion. 
 
THE BOTTOM LINE 
"We're in the position where we don't feel like we've put our absolute best foot forward in every 
possible way, the way we wanted to the last couple years. We have to be loyal first to the organization 
and do everything we can to try to improve. We're doggedly trying to improve and get the most out of 
our guys and have the best possible group going forward." -- Epstein 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
7 Cubs takeaways from the MLB Winter Meetings 
By Tony Andracki 
 
The Cubs didn't leave Las Vegas with a new superstar to add to their lineup or even a new arm for Joe 
Maddon's bullpen. 
 
In fact, the Cubs are actually heading back to Chicago with one fewer person in the organization than 
they began the week, as bench coach Brandon Hyde is expected to be officially announced as the 
Baltimore Orioles' new manager soon.  
 
However, the Cubs front office insist they had a productive week even if they don't have any moves to 
point to. 
 
Part of that production, apparently, is the organization's desire to improve communication with all their 
millennial players. So much so that Maddon is actually reading a book called "Managing Millennials for 
Dummies" and that's not a joke.  
 
But it's not just that. Theo Epstein's front office is trying to find ways to help all their young players 
develop and improve and digest the insane amount of information baseball teams have at their disposal 
nowadays.  
 
Here are 7 other takeaways from the 2018 Winter Meetings: 
 
1. Yawwwnnnn 
 
The 2018 Winter Meetings had the potential to be the most exciting December event yet with Bryce 
Harper — maybe the biggest free agent ever — possibly announcing what team he was going to spend 
the next decade of his life with while in his hometown of Las Vegas. 
 
Instead, the Meetings wound up becoming the baseball version of the sloth from "Zootopia." 
 
Case in point: 
 
Take away waiver moves and that's only 6 free agent signings, 3 trades and the release of Troy 
Tulowitzki. Over what has historically been a week filled with a mind-bending flurry of deals. 



 
 
That's...something. 
 
Now, there were more moves on Thursday (including the Brewers' trade for a reliever) and there are still 
deals that have yet to be made official (including Hyde becoming the new Orioles manager), but this is 
as slow as it gets. 
 
Even Cubs GM Jed Hoyer acknowledged the snail's pace of the market: 
 
"The dialogue has been good for the whole industry, I just think it's been slow," Hoyer said Wednesday 
evening. "I think sometimes, it probably takes a couple deals to break the ice and it hasn't happened 
yet." 
 
2. Maybe that means it's time for a change in how we approach MLB's offseason. 
 
Baseball is the only major American sport with an offseason market that truly lasts months. In the NFL 
and NBA, most deals are done in the first day or two once free agency is open while MLB teams can be 
talking and negotiating from the first week of November all the way until early March (as we saw last 
spring). Even trades take a long time to come together.  
 
Former MLB GM Jim Bowden threw out an idea on Twitter at the end of the meetings and honestly, it's 
an interesting thought: 
 
The other American professional sports leagues don't have trade deadlines in their respective 
offseasons, but they don't have the same issue of slow-moving markets, either. 
 
Maybe MLB should take one or two weeks in early January as the official "offseason" where that's the 
only time moves can be made. That would allow teams plenty of time to prepare for their offseason, 
give everybody the holidays off in both November and December and then also still leave plenty of time 
for players to get acquainted with their new teams. 
 
The free agenty market crept along at a record-breaking slow pace last winter and the 2018-19 
offseason somehow seems to be surpassing that. 
 
MLB has a problem with a lack of action during games with fewer balls being put in play than ever 
before and now the league has a problem with a lack of action during the offseason, too. 
 
3. The relief market could eventually start moving quickly, which is good for the Cubs. 
 
While the market has been slow to date, we may soon see a flood of moves in one particular area — 
bullpen additions. 
 
In the wee hours on the morning of the final day of the Winter Meetings, a few relievers finally started 
to come off the market with Joe Kelly going to the Dodgers and Jeurys Familia headed back to the Mets. 
 
That's good news for the Cubs, who are absolutely looking for another reliever or two this winter. But 
Theo Epstein and Hoyer will not be shopping at the top of the bullpen market (more on that later), so 
they had to see how things played out before truly jumping into the pool. 
 
As more of the top relievers come off the board, expect the Cubs to make a move or two to add more 
arms to compete for high-leverage spots in Joe Maddon's bullpen. 



 
 
We could even see a move before the week is over, but maybe that's just wishful thinking... 
 
4. Maybe the trade market could be a better avenue for the Cubs this winter. 
 
We've already talked a lot about the slow-moving market, but it's also understandable. In the history of 
the sport, we've never seen anything like two of the best players in the sport available on the open 
market at the same time in the midst of their prime (age 26).  
 
So until Bryce Harper and Manny Machado sign, free agency is still going to be held hostage by those 
two guys given the amount of money they're about to command.  
 
That means we've actually seen quite a few trades this winter...thanks to Jerry Dipoto. The Mariners GM 
has been wheeling and dealing like a fantasy baseball owner this winter and even made a trade with the 
Indians and Rays Thursday from his hospital bed. (Which, ironically, was the first Winter Meetings move 
made from a hospital bed since Cubs GM Jim Hendry signed Ted Lilly in 2006.) 
 
The Cubs haven't made any moves yet on either front, but with such an active trade market over the last 
few weeks, maybe that's the avenue Epstein and Co. utilize to add to the roster or free up some payroll.  
 
It certainly doesn't seem like the Cubs will be outbidding many teams on the free agent market... 
 
5. Either the Cubs are serious about their budget constraints or they deserve Oscars. 
 
The Epstein family already has an Academy Award (Theo's grandfather, Philip, wrote "Casablanca") and 
they should add another if the Cubs somehow shock the world and sign Harper this winter. 
 
Over the last 6 weeks, Epstein and Hoyer have maintained a lack of payroll flexibility at every turn. If this 
is all a smokescreen or an act to throw competitors and agents off, then they seriously deserve an Oscar.  
 
Don't put all the blame on Jason Heyward and his $184 million contract for that, either. Sure, all the 
money he's owed over the next 5 years is a huge factor, but there are so many other reasons, too.  
 
Chief among them is the failures of last offseason, as Yu Darvish, Tyler Chatwood and Brandon Morrow 
are combining to eat up a huge chunk of payroll while entering 2019 as major question marks and 
forcing Epstein's front office to pick up the $20 million option on Cole Hamels to boost the rotation. 
 
The money issues continue to make it seem as if the Cubs will have a quiet offseason and will spend 
most of their time trying to improve from within. 
 
6. The NL Central is going to be the best division in baseball in 2019. 
 
The Reds were one of the most active teams in the rumor front this week, even if the only major move 
they pulled off was trading for pitcher Tanner Roark.  
 
Cincinnati has been competing for the worst record in the division the last few years, but they sure seem 
like they want to form a new narrative and are exhausting every avenue to try to improve a pitching 
staff that has ranked among the league's worst recently. 
 
That means there are currently zero teams rebuilding or "retooling" or tanking in the NL Central which is 
the only division in baseball that can make that claim. 



 
 
7. Chicago baseball could be very fun in 2019 and beyond. 
 
People seem to forget the 2005 World Series championship a surprising amount, but make no mistake 
— the White Sox are not under the radar any longer. 
 
The South Siders have been listed as the "frontrunner" for the services of Harper this winter and they 
were linked to just about every available player this week at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino.  
 
The White Sox have money, young talent, one of the best farm systems in the game and clearly seem 
motivated to join the ranks of baseball's contenders sooner rather than later. 
 
All told — this could shape up to be a fun next few years in Chicago baseball...especially if the Sox can 
somehow land Harper or Machado. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs stat mailbag: The best pinch-hitting seasons in team history 
By Chris Kamka 
 
Welcome to the first installment of my Cubs stat mailbag. My mailbag will tackle stat, trivia and history-
based questions. I figured I’d try something different. Who knows, maybe I’ll do one of these each 
month. Thanks to everyone who reached out to ask questions. Let’s get started. 
 
@DrCubColclasure asks: 
 
Which Cubs Pitcher of All-Time is the Oldest to Record a Strikeout in a Cubs Uniform? 
 
Hall of Fame knuckleballer Hoyt Wilhelm. At age 48 years, 61 days on Sept. 25, 1970, Wilhelm struck out 
the Phillies’ Don Money to end the seventh inning. Wilhelm appeared in only three games for the Cubs 
and that was his only strikeout. 
 
@PassonJim asks: 
 
After Miñoso gets in the Hall of Fame, will Stan Hack be next on your list of players to support for 
Cooperstown? #AskKamka 
 
No. Dick Allen is next, so let me address who the next former Cub could be. One could argue for Sammy 
Sosa, but I feel no matter how good a case I might present, it all hinges on a voter’s stance on the PED 
question, so I’ll pass. I think constructing a case for Rick Reuschel might be fun… but I think if I were to 
choose a former Cub to campaign for, it might be the Crime Dog, Fred McGriff. One of the National 
League’s finest first basemen for a long time. 
 
@bleedcubbieblue asks: 
 
Tommy La Stella set the #Cubs record for pinch hits in a season in 2018. He broke a record shared by 
Thad Bosley & Dave Clark. Who are the next 10 (or so) players on the #Cubs single season PH list? 
#AskKamka 
 



 
I used the baseball-reference.com play index for recent seasons, and for the older seasons I relied on a 
great SABR article on pinch hitters. With everything I had to work with, here’s the list to the best of my 
ability. 
 
Most Pinch Hits in a season, Cubs history 
 
24 Tommy La Stella. 2018 
 
20 Dave Clark, 1997 
 
20 Thad Bosley, 1985 
 
17 Jim Bolger, 1957 
 
17 Merritt Ranew, 1963 
 
17 Bob Will, 1962 
 
16 Thad Bosley, 1986 
 
16 Jesus Figueroa, 1980 
 
16 Babe Twombly, 1921 (the SABR article says 15, but his gamelog says 16) 
 
15 Champ Summers, 1975 
 
15 Frank Baumholtz, 1955 
 
14 Albert Almora Jr., 2017 
 
14 Blake DeWitt, 2011 
 
14 Dwight Smith, 1992 
 
14 Chick Tolson, 1926 
 
@Vndr3w_ asks: 
 
Didn’t Derrek Lee set the record for most home runs with the fewest RBIs in a season? I swear i heard 
that somewhere. 
 
No. Lee had 107 RBIs with 46 home runs in his fabulous 2005 season, which is 2.326 RBI for each home 
run (107 divided by 46). Only once has a Cub ever had at least 10 home runs in a season with fewer than 
twice as many RBI as home runs. That’s Kyle Schwarber with 30 HR, 59 RBI (1.967 RBI/HR) in 2017. And 
even that’s not a record. Here’s a chart with the fewest RBI per home run in a season, for minimum 10, 
20 and 30 home runs: 
 
Lowest season ratios of RBI to HR, MLB history 
 
Players with at least 10 HR in a season: Wayne Gross (1985) 11 HR, 18 RBI, 1.636 RBI/HR ratio 
 



 
Players with at least 20 HR in a season: Matt Olson (2017) 24 HR, 45 RBI, 1.875 RBI/HR ratio 
 
Players with at least 30 HR in a season: Barry Bonds (2001) 73 HR, 137 RBI, 1.877 RBI/HR ratio 
 
@PrazMaster asks: 
 
At 2-0 all-time in the month of November, are the Cubs the only team in the 4 major sports leagues that 
is undefeated in a singular month over the course of an entire franchise history? #AskKamka 
 
They are not. In baseball alone, the Cubs (2-0) are joined by the Astros (1-0), Royals (1-0) and Giants (1-
0) in the “undefeated in November” club. The Cubs are the only one in this group with multiple wins 
though. 
 
@maddon4prez asks: 
 
Late last year, the #Cubs had 4 LHP in their starting rotation (Lester, Q, Monty & Hamels). I don’t recall 
that ever happening before on the north side. Was it the first time? #AskKamka 
 
There had been a few times throughout history where the Cubs had four consecutive starts by lefties, 
but there were always spot starters mixed in. Once Cole Hamels joined the mix in August, it was the first 
time the Cubs ever had four lefties in a regular rotation. 
 
@mikewiz1 asks: 
 
#askkamka What was the Cubs record (and runs per game) last year with pitcher batting 8th vs 9th? 
 
The 2018 Cubs had 153 games in which the starting pitcher batted. While they had a better record when 
the pitcher hit eighth, they scored over a run more per game when the pitcher hit ninth. In my opinion, I 
think it’s a coincidence; I don’t think the spot in the batting order could possibly account for anywhere 
near a run scored per game. Either way, here are the numbers: 
 
Pitcher batting 8th: 32-22 (.593), 3.96 runs/game 
 
Pitcher batting 9th: 57-42 (.576), 5.06 runs/game 
 
-- 
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